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ABSTRACT

Various new technologies and aiding instruments are always being introduced for the betterment of the challenged. This project focuses on aiding the mute in expressing their views and ideas in a much efficient and effective manner thereby creating their own place in this world. The proposed system focuses on using various gestures traced into texts which could in turn be transformed into speech. The gesture identification and mapping is performed by the Kinect device, which is found to cost effective and reliable. A suitable text to speech converter is used to translate the texts generated from Kinect into a speech. The proposed system though cannot be applied to man-to-man conversation owing to the hardware complexities, but could find itself very much of use under addressing environments such as auditoriums, classrooms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The depth sensors finds its existence in utmost all possible fields of lately. The so considered pioneer of such depth sensor devices is the Kinect. Though initially was introduced with the sole purpose of satisfying the gaming community, but recently finds its intervention in all most every application possible. The Kinect’s skeletal tracking system is used in mapping the gestured that are to be performed by the user.

In addition to the various general functions and tasks such as recognition of hand signs, identifying small activities and tracking movements, that are performed by the regular recognition devices, this paper aids in adding additional feature of tracking mechanisms which in turn helps in exploration of body movements.

The system could be classified unto three sections. The first elaborates on the functionalities of Kinect. The next section implies on our attempt to replicate gestures into alphabets. And the final section focuses on framing the words from the gestures that are performed. These words could be articulated using a simple text to speech converter.

II. RELATED WORK

Much of the process that is to be implemented here uses Kinect. “Hand Gesture Recognition System” portrays the use of normal USB camera to detect gestures. These techniques involves basic steps in image processing, using which it identifies gestures based on variations in multiple frames of a video. This however restricted on the basis of the camera utilized. Other systems involved the process of using a markerless full body tracking system such as the system suggested by Belinda Lange, Skip Rizzo, Chien Yen Chang, Evan A. Suma and Mark Bolas [4] of The University of Southern California, which proves to be a virtual reality system which would have greater significance in simulations and gaming.
Though the application varies the working process is still found to be similar in more than one way.

The Kinect comprises of programmable depth sensors which is applied to track hand gestures. This is evident in the work shown in “Using Hand Gesture Recognition in Natural way: A Survey” [6]. It has explored the various hand gesture recognition techniques which can be broadly classified as Appearance based approaches and Model based approaches. Among the appearance based approaches, Archana S. Ghotkar and Gajanan K. Kharate [7] use different color models i.e., the RGB and the HSV models to isolate the human hand by applying three different algorithms for detection and an edge detection algorithm for filtering out the noise.

A similar work would be the efforts made in recognizing the hand gestures to map them to Bangla Sign Language [12] for performing simple operations such as opening an application, raising the volume and so on. But the basic problem that exists in using hand based gestures is that they are limited. Since most of the gestures that had similar movements, their accuracy was limited to a dozen. In order to overcome this, “Skeleton-Based Action Recognition with Extreme Learning Machines” [8] have focused on action and gesture recognition using the skeletal tracking feature of Kinect to map gestures to actions. To improvise over the inefficiencies of using the Kinect SDK, Chanjira Sinthanayothin, Nonlapas Wongwaen, Wisarut Bholsithi [9] use OPENNI, NITE Primesense and CHAI3D open source libraries to develop the skeletal structure. Although it possesses advantages over the Kinect SDK, it poses difficulties in calibration and installation.

To classify these gestures, various techniques have been proposed. To start with, Georgios Th. Papadopoulos, Apostolos Axenopoulos and Petros Daras [10] track and recognize gestures based on the calculation of spherical angles between selected joints and the respective angular velocities. For all these techniques, overreliance on the depth sensor contributes a large portion to the misinterpretation of the gesture. For improvisations, a technique that merges the depth stream with the RGB input from the camera [11] has been proposed to eliminate the faulty calibrations of the Kinect to provide a more accurate feature recognition.

G Tao, PS Archambault and MF Levin’s [13] technique involves the use of Kinect’s skeletal tracking system to generate a virtual environment for curing Upper Limb Hemiparesis. To achieve this, they used the Kinect SDK to track the movement of the joints and adding a score system to know if the patient has achieved the required objective. This score system uses a static matching pattern. Virtual Reality Based Rehabilitation and Game Technology [14] effectively portrays the usage of Skeletal tracking to train or rehabilitate people with motor disabilities. It involves the usage of a live and interactive teaching methodology to rehabilitate people. To measure the movements, it utilized the variations in the X and Y coordinates of the subject.

A couple of similar works is that of Jiann-Der Lee, Chung- Hung Hsieh and Ting-Yang Lin’s [15] proposal of a system to create an interactive system to encourage motor disabled people to take up Tai Chi exercise using the Kinect’s Skeletal tracking system and the other one being Helten T. Muller M. Seidel H. P. and C. Theobalt’s technique [17] to identify postures by superimposing or comparing the new data with data present in the database. Both the systems used a static posture matching algorithm. To classify entire actions though, Human activity recognition using body pose features and support vector machine [16] proposed a system that utilizes the skeletal tracking feature of the Kinect to map activities (such as running, sleeping) performed by the subject. Using a Support Vector Classifier, he successfully identified twelve different actions.
performed by ten different people of varying physical structure.

III. PROPOSED WORK

A. System Overview

The entire model comprises of three steps. The first step focuses on feature extraction which involves the tracking of skeletal structure. This initial step is then followed by feature classification which involves various operations performed using the postures. This final input is then fed into a regular speech converter which yields the specified word.

B. Feature Extraction

1) Skeletal tracker

The first instalement of Kinect i.e. version 1 of Kinect utilizes a 20 joint tracking system. The 20 joint comprises of the following: head, shoulder center, shoulder right, shoulder left, elbow right, elbow left, wrist right, wrist left, hand right, hand left, spine, hip center, hip right, hip left, knee right, knee left, ankle right, ankle left, foot right, foot left.

Kinect packages which could be used to track the joints and access the state of the joints and their corresponding change in values of the states are available commercially that can be accessed in C#, Visual C++ or Visual Basic.

Listing 1. Generating the Skeleton

1: for each skeletal_data u ∈ depth map Di do
2: if state (u) == tracked
3: generate line with last tracked u
4: if state (u) == tracked (position only)
5: generate line with tracked u
6: repeat till skeletal_data==max limit

Listing 1 generates the skeletal data. The joints in the same depth are detected. Once detected, the tracking of joints take place. These tracked joints are constantly monitored for their co-ordinates. Assumptions are made based for the obscured joints and conclusions are made when they are visible again.

Listing 2. Rendering the Skeletal Data

1: for each skeletal_data u ∈ head Hi do
2: DrawBone (Head, Shoulder_Center)
3: DrawBone (Shoulder_Center, Shoulder_Right)
4: DrawBone (Shoulder_Center, Shoulder_Left)
5: for each skeletal_data v ∈ l_arm li do
6: DrawBone (Shoulder_Left, Elbow_Left);
7: DrawBone (Elbow_Left, Wrist_Left);
8: DrawBone (Wrist_Left, Hand_Left);
9: repeat till skeletal_data==max limit
Listing 2 generates the skeletal structure. A line is generated which replicates the skeletal structure of the user. This line is capable of varying dynamically which in turn results in varying co-ordinate points.

![Fig. 2. Output from the Skeletal Tracker](image)

The Fig.2 depicts the output from the skeletal tracker that was generated using the Listings 1 and 2.

1) Tracking modes of the Kinect: The Kinect can track the user in two modes namely Seated Mode and Default mode.

![Fig. 3. The Kinect’s Default and Seated modes](image)

The Fig.3 depicts skeletal tracking modes deployed by the Kinect. In seated mode, only the upper 10 joints out of the twenty are tracked. One of the important differences between the two modes is that in default mode, the user’s position is tracked based on the distance between the background and the user whereas in the latter, the detection is based upon movement. Hence, seated mode requires the user to move back and forth to facilitate detection.

C. Feature Classification

Now that the skeletal structure tracking and accessing the skeletal structure’s data has been elucidated upon, the next step involved is mapping the gestures. To map gestures, a tool was developed that used changes in coordinates of the joints and the states of the joints to detect gestures. This tool tracks every single joint and uses a simple UI for assigning the action that has to be performed for changes in state of the joints.

1) Tracking mechanisms: The tool measures changes in the X and Y coordinates. Also, it looks for the duration of a posture to activate the triggers. Using the changes in X and Y coordinates, detect activities of jumping and crouching. Angular variations measured using these coordinates are useful in differentiating between outstretched and mildly stretched joints. Distance between joints calculated similarly help in finding the proximity of the joints to another joint. The duration for which the joint remains at a point is mainly used to activate triggers. When a joint is no longer visible, or has been obscured, the state of the joint is accessed.

![Fig.4. The Tracking Tool](image)
Fig. 4 displays the output of the tracking tool having 6 triggers. The triggers get activated when the joints are located in its proximity for more than two seconds.

For mapping these gestures, a static method was used where each of the alphabets were printed on a simple text editor when the posture matched. Since the usage of a skeletal matching algorithm required more samples to train the machine to have an acceptable level of accuracy, a coordinate change technique was implemented. For actions that involved rotation, the action was recognized when the joints couldn’t be tracked. This technique was chosen since the upper body always hid the other joints that were behind it during rotation. The efficiency was far better than those that involved measuring the angle of rotation. For linear movements such as stretching the hands horizontally or vertically, the change in the coordinates was far better criterion since the rise or fall in the coordinates of the tracking points was high and the possibilities of misinterpretation was less. For actions that involved bending the knee or jumping, the changes in the coordinates of tracking points of the head, the knee and the hip center were tracked simultaneously. A rise in both coordinates meant a jump and a fall in their values signified a bend. Angular measures were utilized for actions that involved using the triggers. A mild angular change specified the use of a nearby trigger and a large angular change activated a faraway trigger. This technique helped in specifying a maximum of 12 triggers which were activated when the joint remained at that trigger for a period of more than 2 seconds. It was a simple and intuitive method which could be programmed to perform more complex tasks. For actions that involved joining hands together, the proximity of the two points were calculated. When the distance between them fell below the threshold value, the gesture was recorded as having been performed. These methodologies ensured a satisfying level of accuracy was achieved.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The tracking tool built using the proposed method was used to map gestures to alphabets.

The Fig. 5 represents how gestures are mapped to alphabets. The alphabet A involved turning the shoulders to the left. When this action was done, the left was completely obscured by the upper body. Hence, this action was chosen. The same is the case for B, but in the opposite direction. For the alphabets C and D, there was a change in the coordinates of all the joints when the subject moves forward or backward. Hence, the accuracy was fairly good and was not ambiguous.

Fig. 5. Mapping gestures to alphabets
E and F required tilting the head forward and backward. The difference in directions were relatively easy to identify. When there was a rise in coordinate values followed by a fall, the tilting was backward. For forward tilting, there is only a fall in the values. G and H were relatively easier since it involved only tracing the arm coordinates. Sidestepping left or right showed large changes in X coordinates and relatively less changes in Y coordinates. This comparison helped in differentiating it from jump.

I and J were mapped to sidestepping. A knee bend and a jump were mapped to K and L respectively. These gestures involved monitoring the changes in the Y coordinates. M and N were tracked by measuring angular variations between the elbow and the hand. O and P tracked the changes in the coordinates of the leg joints. Since the leg movements were performed with a straight leg, the coordinate changes of all the leg joints were proportional.

Q and R were identified and mapped when all the hand joints were on a straight line. The variations between the horizontal raise and vertical raise were differentiated by measuring the angular variations. S and T involved measuring the proximity of the joints to each other. The rest were mapped to triggers. The entire technique had an overall accuracy of close to 90 percentage when tested on 12 different test subjects of varying physical structure.

D. Mapping gestures to words

To proceed further, a dynamic system that identified a gesture as a whole was designed. This was then followed by mapping 10 gestures to complete words. The gestures chosen were arm rotations, one at a time, and both at a time and variations in direction. Some of the other gestures include a jump followed by a knee bend and vice-versa. The results were encouraging and a success rate of 84.5 percentage was attained when the tests were performed on 12 different subjects. Using a text to speech converter the gestures were converted to speech. This thus produced a translator system which was capable of producing simultaneous speech simulations for the gestures that are tracked by the Kinect. This work requires a complete knowledge of the sign language. Since the amount of gestures were abundant, this is currently a work in progress.

V. CONCLUSION

Most of the works which are in practice or being in progress focuses on just mapping gestures to actions. The main objective of the proposed system is that by coalescing hand gesture recognition with skeletal tracking we are defining a whole new possibility there-by paving way for new techniques to be nourished. The system also aids in manipulating greater number of gestured as compared to regular hand tracking methods and also equally helps in overcoming the prospect of perplexing hand gestures.

The only biggest challenge however lies in misjudging each action which would be made. And as the process tends to be continuous, a lack of divider to identify the pauses and break of each word makes this system less vulnerable to making this system from being produced on a practical notion.
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